
THE OPERATOR 	 FOR THE CHROMATIC NUMBER OF AGRAPH�NEBOJ�SA GVOZDENOVI�Cy AND MONIQUE LAURENTyAbstrat. We investigate hierarhies of semide�nite approximations for the hromati number�(G) of a graph G. We introdue an operator 	 mapping any graph parameter �(G), nestedbetween the stability number �(G) and � �G�, to a new graph parameter 	�(G), nested between�(G) and �(G); 	�(G) is polynomial time omputable if �(G) is. As an appliation, there isno polynomial time omputable graph parameter nested between the frational hromati number��(�) and �(�) unless P=NP. Moreover, based on Motzkin-Straus formulation for �(G), we give(quadratially onstrained) quadrati and opositive programming formulations for �(G). Undersome mild assumption, n=�(G) � 	�(G) but, while n=�(G) remains below ��(G), 	�(G) an reah�(G) (e.g., for �(�) = �(�)). We also de�ne new polynomial time omputable lower bounds for �(G),improving the lassi Lov�asz theta number (and its strengthenings obtained by adding nonnegativityand triangle inequalities); experimental results on Hamming graphs, Kneser graphs and DIMACSbenhmark graphs will be given in the follow-up paper [14℄.Key words. (frational) hromati number, stability number, Lov�asz theta number, semide�niteprogrammingAMS subjet lassi�ations. 05C15, 90C27, 90C221. Introdution. The hromati number �(G) of a graph G = (V;E) is theminimum number of olors needed to olor the nodes of G in suh a way that adjaentnodes reeive distint olors. Computing �(G) is an NP-hard problem [11℄ and it isalso hard to approximate �(G) within jV (G)j1=14�� for any � > 0 [1℄. An obvious lowerbound for �(G) is the lique number !(G), de�ned as the maximum size of a lique(i.e., a set of pairwise adjaent nodes) in G; omputing !(G) is also hard [11℄ as wellas approximating !(G) within jV (G)j1=6�� for any � > 0 [1℄. A well known strongerlower bound for �(G) is #(G) := # �G�, the theta number of the omplementarygraph, introdued by Lov�asz [23℄ (see (2.3)). The theta number satis�es the `sandwihinequality': !(G) � #(G) � �(G);and it an be omputed to any arbitrary preision in polynomial time sine it an beformulated via a semide�nite program. It an also be used for approximately oloringthe graph (see [5℄,[8℄,[17℄). Intensive researh has been done for strengthening thebound #(G) towards !(G) or, equivalently, #(G) towards the stability number �(G);see, e.g., [6, 19, 20, 21, 24, 26, 30, 32, 34℄. Here, �(G) = !(G), the maximumsize of a stable set (i.e., a set of pairwise nonadjaent nodes) in G. In partiular,hierarhies of semide�nite (or linear) bounds were onstruted that �nd �(G) in �(G)steps [19, 20, 24, 34℄. As �(G) an be formulated via a 0/1 linear program (see, e.g.,[7℄), the lift-and-projet methods of [19℄,[24℄,[34℄ an in priniple be applied to derivehierarhies of semide�nite approximations �nding �(G) in �nitely many steps. To thebest of our knowledge suh hierarhies have not been investigated in detail so far.In this paper we propose a systemati investigation of semide�nite approxima-tions for �(G). One of our main ontributions is a simple onstrution permitting to�Supported by the Netherlands Organization for Sienti� Researh grant NWO 639.032.203 andby ADONET, Marie Curie Researh Training Network MRTN-CT-2003-504438.yCentrum voor Wiskunde en Informatia, Kruislaan 413, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands;e-mails: N.Gvozdenovi�wi.nl, M.Laurent�wi.nl1



derive from any graph parameter �(G) nested between �(G) and �(G) a new graphparameter 	�(G) nested between !(G) and �(G). For this, given an integer t � 0,let Kt�G denote the Cartesian produt of the two graphs G and Kt, with node set
V (Kt�G) := V (Kt)� V (G) = t[p=1Vp; where Vp := fpi j i 2 V (G)g (1.1)

and having an edge (pi; qj) if ( p 6= q and i = j) or if (p = q and ij 2 E(G)). Chv�atal[4℄ observed the following useful redution of the hromati number to the stabilitynumber: �(G) � t() �(Kt�G) = jV (G)j: (1.2)(Reverse redutions, from the stability number to the hromati number, an be foundin Poljak [31℄, and in Shrijver [33℄.) Given a graph parameter �(�) nested between�(�) and �(�), relation (1.2) motivates introduing the new graph parameter 	�(�),de�ning 	�(G) as the smallest integer t � 0 for whih �(Kt�G) = jV (G)j. Amongother properties, 	�(G) = �(G), 	�(G) = 	��(G) = !(G), 	#(G) = l#(G)m,	#0(G) = l#+(G)m. Here, �� is the frational hromati number and #0, #+ arevariations of # obtained by adding ertain nonnegativity onditions; see Setion 2.1.Moreover, the operator 	 is monotone noninreasing and, if �(G) is polynomial timeomputable (resp., given by a semide�nite program), then the same holds for 	�(G).A somewhat surprising appliation is that there does not exist a polynomial timeomputable graph parameter nested between the frational hromati number and thehromati number unless P=NP (see Theorem 2.6). As another appliation we angive (quadratially onstrained) quadrati and opositive programming formulationsfor �(G) based on the Motzkin-Straus formulation for �(G) (see Setion 2.5).The operator 	 permits to transform any hierarhy of upper bounds for �(G) intoa hierarhy of lower bounds for �(G). In the paper we study in partiular hierarhies oflower bounds for �(G) related to the Lasserre hierarhy las(r)(G) (r 2 N ) for �(G) [19℄,whih �nds �(G) at order r = �(G) and re�nes several other known hierarhies for�(G). More preisely, we onsider two hierarhies  (r)(G), 	las(r)(G) of lower boundsfor the hromati number �(G), whih satisfy  (1)(G) = #(G),  (2)(G) � #+4(G)(Meurdesoif' strengthening - see Setion 2.1), andjV (G)jlas(r)(G) �  (r)(G) � 	las(r)(G) � �(G):
The parameter  (r)(G) has the same omputational ost as las(r)(G) but it annotgo beyond the frational hromati number; in fat,  (r)(G) = ��(G) for r � �(G).The parameter 	las(r)(G) has a higher omputational ost than las(r)(G) (one has toevaluate las(r)(Kt�G) for O(logn) queries on t � n), but it �nds �(G) at step r = n.Dukanovi and Rendl [9℄ introdued reently another hierarhy for �(G), whih isrelated to the hierarhy of De Klerk and Pasehnik [6℄ for �(G), both being basedon opositive programming. The hierarhy of Dukanovi and Rendl remains howeverbounded by the frational hromati number; see Setion 3.5 for details.Although polynomial time omputable for any �xed r, the parameters  (r)(G),	las(r)(G) are yet too ostly to ompute for large values of n already for order r = 2.2



We propose some variations  (G), 	`(G) of the order 2 bounds, whih are at leastas good as #+(G). As will be shown in the follow-up paper [14℄, for vertex-transitivegraphs, the omputation of  (G) involves a semide�nite program with two matries ofsizes n+1; n, while the omputation of 	`(G) an be redued to O(logn) semide�niteprograms with matries of sizes 2n + 1; 2n; n; n; these formulations are obtained byexploiting symmetries in the struture of the semide�nite programs and symmetriesarising from the permutation group Sym(t) ating on the omplete graph Kt.More details about the results of this paper an also be found in [12℄.Contents of the paper. In Setion 2 we present the operator 	 and its mainproperties, we disuss various ways for omputing 	�(G), and we give (quadratiallyonstrained) quadrati and opositive programming formulations for �(G). In Setion3 we investigate two hierarhies of lower bounds for �(G) related to the hierarhy ofLasserre for �(G) and onverging respetively to ��(G) and �(G). This leads to twobounds  (G), 	`(G) formulated via semide�nite programs involving matries of sizeO(n). Finally we explore the link between our bounds and the opositive programmingbased hierarhies of de Klerk and Pasehnik [6℄ for �(G) and of Dukanovi and Rendl[9℄ for �(G).Notation. Given a graph G = (V;E), G denotes its omplementary graph whoseedges are the pairs uv 62 E(G) (u; v 2 V (G), u 6= v). Throughout we set V := V (G),n = jV j, and to avoid trivial tehnialities we assume G 6= Kn and G 6= Kn, whereKn denotes the omplete graph on n nodes. For two graphs G; G0, their Cartesianprodut G�G0 has node set V (G)� V (G0), with two nodes uu0; vv0 2 V (G)� V (G0)being adjaent in G�G0 if and only if (u = v and u0v0 2 E(G0)) or (uv 2 E(G) andu0 = v0). For an integer t � 1, we sometimes set Gt = Kt�G as a short-hand notationfor the Cartesian produt of G and Kt, whose node set is as in (1.1). Given a graphparameter �(�), �(�) is the graph parameter de�ned by �(G) := �(G) for any graphG. Throughout, the letters I;J; e denote, respetively, the identity matrix, the all-ones matrix, the all-ones vetor (of the suitable size); N is the set of nonnegativeintegers. For n � n matries A;B, Tr(A) = Pni=1Aii and hA;Bi = Tr(ATB) =Pni;j=1AijBij . Moreover, the notation A � 0 means that A is a symmetri positivesemide�nite matrix.Given a �nite set V , P(V ) denotes the olletion of all subsets of V . Given aninteger r, set Pr(V ) := fI 2 P(V ) j jIj � rg. Pr(V ) ontains the empty subsetof V whih we will denote as 0; thus, for instane, P1(V ) = f0; fig (i 2 V )g. Wesometimes identify P1(V ) n f0g with V , i.e., we write fig as i, fi; jg as ij and, givena vetor x 2 RP(V ) we also set xi := xfig, xij := xfi;jg, xijk := xfi;j;kg, et.Let V be a �nite set and let G be a subgroup of Sym(V ), the group of permutationsof V , also denoted as Sym(n) if jV j = n. G ats on P(V ) by letting �(I) := f�(i) ji 2 Ig for I � V , � 2 G. Moreover, G ats on vetors and matries indexed by V(and thus on vetors and matries indexed by P(V )). Namely, for � 2 G, x 2 RV andM 2 RV �V , set �(x) := (x�(i))i2V and �(M) := (M�(i);�(j))i;j2V . One says that Mis invariant under ation of G if �(M) =M for all � 2 G: the matrix 1jGj!P�2G �(M),the `symmetrization' of M obtained by applying the Reynolds operator, is invariantunder ation of G. Analogously for vetors. A semide�nite program is said to beinvariant under ation of G if, for any feasible matrix X and any � 2 G, the matrix�(X) is again feasible with the same objetive value; then the optimum value of3



the program remains unhanged if we restrit to invariant feasible solutions and, inpartiular, there is an invariant optimal solution.The automorphism group Aut(G) of a graph G = (V;E) onsists of all � 2Sym(V ) preserving the set of edges. G is said to be vertex-transitive when, given anytwo nodes i; j 2 V , there exists � 2 Aut(G) with �(i) = j.2. New Parameters and Formulations.2.1. Some known graph parameters. We review here some lassi boundsfor the stability number �(G) and the hromati number �(G) of a graph G = (V;E).We give some equivalent formulations for the bounds. Some work may be required toderive some of them; for details see e.g. [22℄, [33℄.� The frational lique over number, also known as the frational hromatinumber of G:��(G) := max eTx = min eT�s.t. Xi2C xi � 1 (C lique) s.t. XC lique �C�C = ex 2 RV+ � � 0: (2.1)
It is well-known (and easy to verify) that �(G) � ��(G) � �(G); and!(G)��(G) � jV (G)j; with equality when G is vertex-transitive. (2.2)It is hard to ompute the frational hromati number and, for some � > 0, there is nopolynomial time algorithm to approximate ��(G) within jV (G)j� unless P=NP [25℄.� Lov�asz's theta number (introdued in [23℄):#(G) := max hJ; Xi = min ts.t. Tr(X) = 1 s.t. Uii = 1 (i 2 V )Xij = 0 (ij 2 E(G)) Uij = � 1t�1 (ij 2 E(G))X � 0 U � 0; t � 2 (2.3)where X;U are symmetri matries indexed by V . The minimization program in theabove de�nition of #(G) is used, e.g., in [17℄ for onstruting a vetor k-oloring. Wewill also use the following equivalent formulation:#(G) = max Pi2V Xiis.t. X00 = 1; Xij = 0 (ij 2 E);Xii = X0i (i 2 V ); X � 0 (2.4)
where the matrix variable X is indexed by the set P1(V ). Lov�asz [23℄ proved thefollowing analogue of (2.2) for the pair (#; #):#(G)#(G) � jV (G)j; with equality when G is vertex-transitive. (2.5)� The strengthening of the theta number of [26, 32℄:#0(G) := max hJ; Xi = min ts.t. Tr(X) = 1 s.t. Uii = 1 (i 2 V )Xij = 0 (ij 2 E(G)) Uij � � 1t�1 �ij 2 E �G��X � 0; X � 0 U � 0; t � 2: (2.6)4



� Szegedy's number [36℄:#+(G) := max hJ; Xi = min ts.t. Tr(X) = 1 s.t. Uii = 1 (i 2 V )Xij � 0 (ij 2 E(G)) Uij = � 1t�1 �ij 2 E �G��X � 0 Uij � � 1t�1 (ij 2 E(G))U � 0; t � 2: (2.7)Szegedy [36℄ showed that the analogue of (2.2), (2.5) also holds for the pair (#0; #+):#0(G)#+(G) � jV (G)j; with equality when G is vertex-transitive. (2.8)Thus one may see the pairs (�; ��), (#; #), and (#0; #+) as `reiproal' pairs of graphparameters. We will see in the paper (see Theorem 3.1 (e)) that they are in fat partof a more general hierarhy of reiproal pairs.� Meurdesoif [27℄ de�nes the bound #+4(G) obtained by adding the `triangleinequalities' Uij+Ujk�Uik � 1 (for ij; jk 2 E) to the minimization program de�ning#+(G) in (2.7).The above parameters satisfy�(G) � #0(G) � #(G) � #+(G) � #+4(G) � ��(G) � �(G):The inequality #+4(G) � ��(G) will follow from Theorem 3.1 (),(d) and the otherinequalities follow diretly using the de�nitions.2.2. The operator 	. Using relation (1.2), we see that the hromati numberof a graph G an be de�ned as the optimum solution of the following program�(G) = mint2N t s.t. �(Kt�G) = jV (G)j: (2.9)This fat motivates the following de�nition.Definition 2.1. Given a graph parameter �(�) satisfyingmin��(�); jV (�)j!(�) � � �(�) � �(�); (2.10)de�ne the graph parameter 	�(�) by	�(G) := mint2N t s.t. �(Kt�G) = jV (G)j: (2.11)
Lemma 2.2.(a) The graph parameter 	�(G) is well de�ned if �(�) satis�es (2.10).(b) The operator 	 is monotone noninreasing; that is, 	�2(�) � 	�1(�) if �1(�),�2(:) satisfy (2.10) and �1(�) � �2(�).() 	�(G) = �(G).(d) 	�(G) = !(G) for �(�) := jV (�)j!(�) .(e) 	��(G) = !(G).(f) 	�(G) = �(G) for �(�) := min��(�); jV (�)j!(�) �.(g) If �(�) satis�es (2.10), then !(�) � 	�(�) � �(�): (2.12)5



Proof. (a) Assume �(�) satis�es (2.10) and let 1 � t � n := jV (G)j. As!(Kt�G) = max(t; !(G)), we have jV (Kt�G)j!(Kt�G) � t; together with �(Kt�G) � t, thisimplies �(Kt�G) � t. On the other hand, �(Kt�G) � �(Kt�G) � n. Therefore,�(Kn�G) = n, thus showing that 	�(G) is well de�ned.(b) If �1(�) � �2(�) satisfy (2.10), then �1(Kt�G) = n implies �2(Kt�G) = n,whih gives 	�2(G) � 	�1(G).() The identity 	�(G) = �(G) follows diretly from (2.9).(d) For �(�) := jV (�)j!(�) , the identity 	�(G) = !(G) follows from the fat that!(Kt�G) = max(t; !(G)).(e) We verify that 	��(G) = !(G). As �(�) � jV (�)j!(�) , we dedue using (b) and (d)that 	�(G) � 	jV j=!(G) = !(G). To show the reverse inequality, onsider a lique Cin G of size !(G) and let Ct be the subset of V (Kt�G) onsisting of all the opies ofthe nodes in C. Thus Ct is overed by t liques of Kt�G. As the remaining nodes ofKt�G an be overed by n� jCj liques, we have �(Kt�G) � t+ n� jCj. Therefore�(Kt�G) = n implies t � jCj = !(G), whih shows 	��(G) � !(G).(f) Consider now the parameter �(�) := min��(�); jV (�)j!(�) �. As �(�) � �(�), wededue using (b) that 	�(G) � 	�(G) = �(G); and equality holds sine one aneasily verify that �(Kt�G) = n for t := �(G).(g) Relation (2.12) now follows diretly using again (b).Corollary 2.3. If �(�) is a graph parameter satisfying jV (�)j!(�) � �(�) � ��(�), then	� = !. In partiular, 	�� = !.Proof. Diretly from Lemma 2.2 (b),(d),(e) and (2.2).Therefore, the operator 	 takes a graph parameter �(G) (nested e.g. between �(G)and �(G)) and produes the integer lower bound 	�(G) (nested between !(G) and�(G)) for the hromati number �(G); �gure 2.1 illustrates how the operator 	 atson various parameters. As �(G)��(G) � jV (G)j,�(G) � �(G) =) �(G) � ��(G) � jV (G)j�(G) :The next lemma shows that, under the mild assumption (2.13), 	�(G) is at least asgood as the obvious lower bound jV (G)j=�(G) for �(G). However, 	�(G) may beequal to �(G) while jV (G)j�(G) always remains below the frational hromati number��(G). One an easily verify that ondition (2.13) holds for the graph parametersonsidered in the paper, e.g., for �(�) = �(�), �(�); ��(�); #(�); #0(�); and the parameterlas(r)(�) de�ned later in (3.1) (see [12℄ for details).Lemma 2.4. Assume the graph parameter �(�) satis�es: �(�) � �(�) � �(�) and�(Kt�G) � t�(G) for all t 2 N : (2.13)Then, 	�(G) � jV (G)j�(G) :Proof. If �(Kt�G) = jV (G)j, then jV (G)j � t�(G), i.e., t � jV (G)j�(G) .Remark 2.5. If �(�) 2 [�(�); �(�)℄, then 	�(G) � jV (G)j�(G) � �(G) � jV (G)j�(G) , withequality e.g. when G is a perfet graph (sine then �(G) = �(G) = �(G) and !(G) =�(G) = 	�(G)). Hene the gap 	�(G) � jV (G)j�(G) an be made arbitrarily large. Forinstane, this gap is equal to n� 2nn+1 = nn�1n+1 when G is the disjoint union of a liqueof size n and n isolated points. 6



Fig. 2.1. Converting graph parameters by the operator 	
We will investigate in the next setion how the operator 	 applies to the thetanumber #(�) and its strengthening #0(�). We now present an easy but quite surprisingonsequene of Lemma 2.2 onerning the omplexity of graph parameters nestedbetween the frational hromati and hromati numbers or, more generally, in theinterval [jV (�)j=!(�); �(�)℄. The key observation is that the operator 	 maps the wholeinterval [jV (�)j=!(�); �(�)℄ to a single graph parameter (namely, the lique number!(�)), whih is hard to ompute.Theorem 2.6. If �(�) is a graph parameter satisfying jV (�)j!(�) � �(�) � �(�), thenthere is no algorithm permitting to ompute �(G) in time polynomial in jV (G)j unlessP=NP. As jV (�)j!(�) � ��(�) � �(�), the same onlusion holds if ��(�) � �(�) � �(�).Proof. Applying Lemma 2.2, we �nd that 	�(�) = !(�). Suppose one an ompute�(G) in time f(n) where f is a polynomial in n = jV (G)j. Then one an ompute	�(G) = !(G) in time Pnl=1 f(ln), thus polynomial in n. As omputing the liquenumber is an NP-hard problem [11℄, this implies P=NP.Let us mention a few graph parameters that are known to lie within the `hard'interval [��; �℄. Hene none of them an be omputed in polynomial time unlessP=NP; suh result was known already e.g. for the irular hromati number �(G)([3℄).The irular graph hromati number (or star hromati number) �(G), in-trodued by Vine [37℄ and further studied e.g. in [3℄, [39℄, is de�ned as follows.Given r 2 R , r � 2, a funtion f : V (G) ! [0; r) is said to be a r-oloring if1 � jf(u)�f(v)j � r�1 for all edges uv 2 E(G). Then �(G) is de�ned as the in�mumof all r for whih G has a r-oloring. The following holds: �(G)� 1 < �(G) � �(G)and ��(G) � �(G) � �(G) (see e.g. [39℄).Another graph parameter lying in the hard interval [��; �℄ is the loal hromatinumber �lo(G), introdued in [10℄ as the minimum over all proper olorings of G ofthe largest number of olors used to olor the neighborhood NG(v) = fw 2 V (G) jvw 2 E(G)g of any vertex v 2 V (G). Obviously, �lo(G) � �(G) (the gap between7



the two parameters an in fat be arbitrarily large [10℄) and K�orner et al. [18℄ showthat ��(G) � �lo(G).The independene ratio of a graph G is i(G) := �(G)jV (G)j and its Hall ratio is �(G) :=maxH�G jV (H)j�(H) , where the maximum is taken over all subgraphs of G. For an integerk � 1, let G�k denote the graph obtained by taking the Cartesian produt of k opiesof G. Then the ultimate independene ratio I(G) and the ultimate Hall ratio h�(G)are de�ned respetively as I(G) := limk!1 i(G�k) and h�(G) := limk!1 �(G�k).These graph parameters are studied e.g. in [15℄, [16℄, [35℄. In partiular, the followingrelations with frational and irular hromati numbers are shown there:��(G) � 1I(G) = h�(G) � �(G) � �(G)(see [39℄ for the inequality 1 � I(G)�(G)).2.3. Ation of the operator 	 on the theta number. The next theoremshows that the operator 	 maps the theta number #(�) to l#(�)m, and its strengthening#0(�) to l#+(�)m. De Klerk et al. [5℄ onsider a graph parameter losely related to 	#for whih they an also show that it oinides with l#(�)m:Theorem 2.7. For any graph G the following holds:(i) 	#(G) = l#(G)m;(ii) 	#0(G) = l#+(G)m:We �rst state two lemmas that we need for the proof of Theorem 2.7.Lemma 2.8. Let X be a t � t blok matrix, having an n � n matrix A as itsdiagonal bloks, and an n� n matrix B as nondiagonal bloks, i.e.
X = 0BBB� A B : : : BB A : : : B... ... . . . ...B B : : : A

1CCCA :| {z }t bloks
(2.14)

Then, X � 0() A�B � 0 and A+ (t� 1)B � 0.Proof. We de�ne a t� t blok matrix Ut having the same blok struture as thematrix X. For p; q = 1; : : : ; t, let Upqt denotes the (p; q)th blok of Ut, de�ned by
Upqt := 8><>:

1ptI if p = 1 or q = 1;� 1pt+t � 1� I if p = q � 2;1pt+tI otherwise: (2.15)
Here I stands for the identity matrix of order n. Notie that Ut is symmetri andorthogonal, i.e., Ut(Ut)T = I. Let Y := (Ut)TXUt. Then, Y � 0 if and only if X � 0and a simple alulation gives

Y = 26664 A+ (t� 1)B 0 : : : 00 A�B : : : 0... ... . . . ...0 0 : : : A�B
37775 ; (2.16)
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whih shows the lemma.Lemma 2.9. For a positive semide�nite n� n matrix X, nTr(X) � hJ; Xi, withequality if and only if X = J for some nonnegative salar .Proof. As X � 0, its entries satisfy Xii+Xjj � 2Xij for all i; j 2 f1; :::; ng. Thus,nPni=1Xii � Pni;j=1Xij . Equality holds if and only if Xii +Xjj = 2Xij for all i; j,whih gives Xii = Xjj = Xij for all i; j.Proof of Theorem 2.7. (i) As G has at least one edge, #(G) < n and thus	#(G) � 2. Let (t;X) be a feasible solution for the program de�ning 	#(G); that is,X � 0; Xuv = 0 (uv 2 E(Kt�G)); Tr(X) = 1; hJ; Xi = n: (2.17)Here the matrix X is indexed by V (Kt�G) = [tp=1Vp (reall (1.1)) and t 2 N , t � 2.As the program (2.17) is invariant under ation of the group Sym(t), one may assumethat X is invariant under ation of Sym(t). Then X has the blok form (2.14). UsingLemma 2.8, (2.17) an be rewritten asA�B � 0; A+ (t� 1)B � 0; Aij = 0 (ij 2 E(G)); diag(B) = 0;Tr(A) = 1t ; hJ; A+ (t� 1)Bi = nt : (2.18)Lemma 2.9 implies A+ (t� 1)B = 1ntJ. Setting U := nt(A�B), we �ndU = 1t� 1(nt2A� J): (2.19)One an verify that (t; U) is feasible for the programmin t s.t. diag(U) = e; Uij = � 1t�1 (ij 2 E(G)); U � 0; t � 2 (2.20)de�ning the parameter #(G) (see (2.3)). As t 2 N this implies 	#(G) � l#(G)m.Conversely, let (t; U) be feasible for (2.20) with t integer. De�ne the matries A;Bvia the equations A�B = 1ntU and A+ (t� 1)B = 1ntJ (2.21)and let X be the orresponding blok matrix as in (2.14). One an verify that (2.18)holds and thus (2.17) holds too. That is, (t;X) is feasible for (2.17). Thus we haveshown:	#(G) = mint2N t s.t. diag(U) = e; Uij = � 1t� 1 (ij 2 E(G)); U � 0; t � 2:(2.22)We now show 	#(G) � l#(G)m. For this, set t := #(G) and take an optimal solutionU to the program (2.20). Then, setting Y := t�1dte�1U + dte�tdte�1I, the pair (dte; Y ) isfeasible for (2.22) with objetive value dte, whih implies dte � 	#(G). Thus equalityl#(G)m = 	#(G) holds.The proof of (ii) is analogous to that of (i). Simply note that adding the onditionX � 0 to (2.17) amounts to adding the ondition A;B � 0 to (2.18) and thus, in viewof (2.19), to adding the ondition Uij � � 1t�1 (i; j 2 V ) to (2.22). �9



2.4. Semide�nite programming formulation for the new bounds. Weonsider here issues related to the omputation of 	�(G). We assume throughoutthat �(�) satis�es (2.10). There is an obvious way to �nd 	�(G); namely, by om-puting �(Kt�G) for eah t = 1; : : : ; n. We now observe that, when �(�) is monotonenondereasing (with respet to taking indued subgraphs), one an use binary searhand it suÆes to ompute �(Kt�G) for O(logn) instanes of t.Lemma 2.10. Assume�(Kt�G) � �(Kt+1�G) for all t 2 N : (2.23)Then �(Kt�G) = n() 	�(G) � t.Proof. The `only if' part follows from the de�nition of 	�(G). For the 'if' assumet0 := 	�(G) � t. Then �(Kt0�G) = n � �(Kt�G) implies �(Kt�G) = n, sine�(Kt�G) � �(G) � n.Under assumption (2.23) one an use binary searh for omputing 	�(G). Namely,given t0 2 [1; n℄, ompute �(Kt0�G). There are two ases:� Either �(Kt0�G) < n. Then 	�(G) � t0 + 1 (by the above lemma) and we annow restrit the searh to t 2 [t0 + 1; n℄.� Or �(Kt0�G) = n. Then 	�(G) � t0 and we an restrit the searh to t 2 [1; t0℄.Therefore, one an �nd 	�(G) by omputing �(Kt�G) for O(logn) queries of t.Observe that one may restrit the range of searh for t. Suppose we know a lowerbound t1 and an upper bound t2 on �(G); that is, t1 � �(G) � t2. Then we mayassume t � t2 in the de�nition of 	�(G) and if we add the ondition t � t1 then onestill obtains a lower bound for �(G). Therefore, we may restrit the binary searh tot 2 [t1; t2℄. For instane, one an hoose t1 = 3 if G is not bipartite, or t1(G) = !(G),and t2 = �(G) + 1 (or even �(G) by Brook's theorem (see [33℄) if G is not a liqueor an odd iruit); �(G) being the maximum degree of G.Next we show that 	�(G) an be formulated via a single semide�nite programwhen �(�) is given by a semide�nite program satisfying ertain assumptions. Namely,our onstrution applies to the ase when the semide�nite program de�ning �(�)involves at least one equality onstraint of the form hA;Xi = 1 with A � 0. Thenone may assume without loss of generality that all other (in)equality onstraints inthe program are homogeneous, i.e., of the form hB;Xi � 0. (Write any equationhB;Xi = 0 as two opposite inequalities h�B;Xi � 0 and hB;Xi � 0.) So let usassume that, for an arbitrary graph H, we an express �(H) as�(H) = max hC(H); X(H)i s.t. hA(H); X(H)i = 1B(H)(X(H)) � 0X(H) � 0; (2.24)
where C(H) and A(H) are onstant symmetri n � n matries, B(H) : Sn ! R d(H)is a linear operator, and X(H) is the matrix variable. Note that d(�) depends on H,e.g. d(H) = 2jE(H)j in the formulation of #(H). Moreover we assume thatA(H) � 0; (2.25)hA(H); X(H)i = 0 =) hC(H); X(H)i = 0: (2.26)Note that assumptions (2.23), (2.24), (2.25),(2.26) hold, e.g., for #(�), or for theLasserre hierarhy onsidered in Setion 3.1. Reall that our operator 	 maps �(�) in10



the following way:	�(G) := min t = min ts.t. �(Gt) = n s.t. hC(Gt); X(Gt)i = nhA(Gt); X(Gt)i = 1B(Gt)(X(Gt)) � 0X(Gt) � 0: (2.27)
Here we use the more onise notation Gt := Kt�G. Let us de�ne��(G) := min Pnt=1 thA(Gt); X(Gt)i s.t. Pnt=1hC(Gt); X(Gt)i = nPnt=1hA(Gt); X(Gt)i = 1B(Gt)(X(Gt)) � 0 (t = 1; :::; n)X(Gt) � 0 (t = 1; :::; n): (2.28)Theorem 2.11. Under assumptions (2.24),(2.25) and (2.26), ��(G) = 	�(G).Proof. Take a feasible solution (t;X(Gt)) for the program (2.27) and for k 6= tset X(Gk) := 0. In this way one obtains a feasible solution for (2.28) with thesame objetive value as (2.27), whih shows ��(G) � 	�(G). Conversely, let X(Gt)(t = 1; :::; n) be a feasible solution for (2.28) and set at := hA(Gt); X(Gt)i. Thusat � 0 sine A(Gt) � 0 (by assumption (2.25)) and Pt at = 1. Consider t for whihat > 0. As DA(Gt); X(Gt)at E = 1, X(Gt)at is feasible for (2.24) (with H = Gt) whihimplies DC(Gt); X(Gt)at E � �(Gt) � n; moreover, equality DC(Gt); X(Gt)at E = n implies�(Gt) = n and thus 	�(G) � t. Now we have

n =Xt hC(Gt); X(Gt)i = Xtjat>0 at�C(Gt); X(Gt)at � � 0� Xtjat>0 at
1An = n:

(Here we used assumption (2.26) for the seond equality.) Therefore, equality holdsthroughout whih implies 	�(G) � t whenever at > 0. Hene,Pt tat =Ptjat>0 tat �	�(G)(Ptjat>0 at) = 	�(G) whih gives ��(G) � 	�(G).Hene, under the assumptions (2.24),(2.25) and (2.26), the parameter 	�(G) anbe formulated via the semide�nite program (2.28) whih involves a blok-diagonalmatrix with diagonal bloks X(G1); : : : ; X(Gn), eah X(Gt) being the matrix variableinvolved in the program (2.24) for the graph H = Gt. For instane, if (2.24) involvesa matrix variable of order f(V (H)), then (2.28) involves a blok-diagonal matrix withblok sizes f(n); f(2n); : : : ; f(n2). As explained above one an redue the size of theprogram (2.28) by restriting the range of t in program (2.28) to t 2 [t1; t2℄ wheret1 � �(G) � t2.2.5. Copositive programming formulation for the hromati number.The tehnique used in Setion 2.4 an also be applied to derive (quadratially on-strained) quadrati and opositive programming formulations for the hromati num-ber. Reall that a matrix X is opositive if xTXx � 0 for all x � 0. A matrix X isompletely positive if it belongs to the dual of the one of opositive matries, i.e., ifit an be written as X =Pi xixTi for some xi � 0.Our starting point is the theorem of Motzkin and Straus [28℄ whih, for a graphG with adjaeny matrix AG, gives the following formulation for its stability number:1�(G) = min xT (I+AG)x s.t. x 2 RV (G)+ ; eTx = 1 (2.29)11



or, equivalently (see [6℄),�(G) = min t s.t. t(I+AG)� J is opositive: (2.30)Using (2.29), we an rewrite the program (2.9) as�(G) = min t s.t. xTt (I+ AGt)xt = 1n ; eTt xt = 1; xt 2 RV (Gt)+ : (2.31)Here and below et denotes the all-ones vetor in RV (Gt). Using the idea from Setion2.4 let us de�ne �1(G) := min Pnt=1 t(eTt xt)2s.t. Pnt=1(eTt xt)2 = 1Pnt=1 xTt (I+AGt)xt = 1n :xt 2 RV (Gt)+ (t = 1; : : : ; n): (2.32)
Proposition 2.12. �1(G) = �(G).Proof. Taking a feasible solution (t; xt) for the program (2.31) and setting xk = 0for k 6= t, we obtain a feasible solution for (2.32) with objetive value t. Thus,�1(G) � �(G). Conversely, let xt (t = 1; :::; n) be feasible for (2.32). Then1n =Xt xTt (I+AGt)xt = Xtjxt 6=0 xTteTt xt (I+AGt) xteTt xt (eTt xt)2 � 1n Xtjxt 6=0(eTt xt)2 = 1n:We have used xTteTt xt (I + AGt) xteTt xt � 1�(Gt) � 1n . Hene equality holds throughout,whih implies �(Gt) = n if xt 6= 0 and thus �(G) � t if xt 6= 0. Therefore,Xt t(eTt xt)2 = Xtjxt 6=0 t(eTt xt)2 � �(G) Xtjxt 6=0(eTt xt)2 = �(G):

This shows �1(G) � �(G):Up to resaling, we obtain the following formulation for �(G) involving onlyquadrati onstraints:�(G) = min 1n2 Pnt=1 t(eTt xt)2s.t. Pnt=1(eTt xt)2 = n2Pnt=1 xTt (I+AGt)xt = nxt 2 RV (Gt)+ (t = 1; : : : ; n): (2.33)
It is not diÆult to verify that the above program remains a formulation of �(G)if we replae the ondition xt � 0 (for all t) by the ondition xt is 0/1 valued (forall t). Therefore this gives a 0=1 (quadratially onstrained) quadrati programmingformulation for the hromati number involving O(n3) variables.Starting from (2.33), we an now derive a opositive programming formulationfor �(G). Namely, onsider the program

�2(G) := min 1n2 Pnt=1 thJ; Xtis.t. Pnt=1hJ; Xti = n2Pnt=1hI+AGt ; Xti = nXt ompletely positive (t = 1; : : : ; n): (2.34)
12



Proposition 2.13. �2(G) = �(G).Proof. The formulation (2.33) for �(G) implies diretly �2(G) � �(G). Con-versely, let Xt (1 � t � n) be a feasible solution for (2.34). Consider t for whih Xt 6=0. Say, Xt =Pit xitxTit where xit � 0, xit 6= 0 for all it. Thus �it := qhJ; xitxTiti =eTt xit > 0. Set yit := xit�it . By assumption, we have Pthn(I + AGt) � J; Xti = 0.By (2.30), eah matrix n(I + AGt) � J is opositive, sine n � �(Gt). This implieshn(I + AGt) � J; Xti = 0 and thus hn(I + AGt) � J; xitxTiti = 0 for all it. Fromthis follows that hI + AGt ; yityTiti = 1n for all it. As eTt yit = 1, yit is feasible for theprogram (2.31), implying �(G) � t whenever Xt 6= 0. Now, (1=n2)Pt thJ; Xti �(1=n2)�(G)PthJ; Xti = �(G), giving �2(G) � �(G).Rewriting the onditionPthI+AGt ; Xti = n asPthn(I+AGt)�J; Xti = 0, thedual oni program of (2.34) reads:maxy;z y s.t. 1n2 (t� y)J+ z(n(I+AGt)� J) opositive for 1 � t � n: (2.35)There is no duality gap sine the program (2.35) is stritly feasible. Thus (2.35) isyet another formulation of �(G). This opens the road to another type of hierarhyof relaxations for �(G), obtained by approximating the opositive one by tratablesubones as suggested by Parrilo [29℄. This type of approah based on opositive pro-gramming has been studied e.g. in [2℄ for standard quadrati optimization problems,in [6, 13, 30℄ for the stable set problem and reently in [9℄ for the oloring problem.We will ome bak to it in Setion 3.5.3. Semide�nite Hierarhies for (Frational) Chromati Numbers. Wehave seen in the previous setion how to onstrut semide�nite programming lowerbounds for the hromati number of a graph from semide�nite programming upperbounds on the stability number. Several hierarhies of suh upper bounds for thestability number have been proposed in the literature; in partiular in [6, 19, 24, 30,34℄. These hierarhies were further studied and ompared, e.g., in [13, 20℄. It turnsout that Lasserre's hierarhy, proposed in [19℄, gives the tightest bounds. For thisreason we fous in this setion on this hierarhy and we show how it an be usedand transformed to produe hierarhies of lower bounds for the (frational) hromatinumber. We will also disuss the link with another hierarhy reently proposed byDukanovi and Rendl [9℄ based on opositive programming.3.1. Lasserre's hierarhy towards the stability number. For a subset S �V and an integer r � 1, de�ne the vetors �S 2 f0; 1gV with ith entry 1 if and onlyif i 2 S (for i 2 V ), and �S;r 2 f0; 1gPr(V ) with Ith entry 1 if and only if I � S (forI 2 Pr(V )). Given a vetor x = (xI)I2P2r(V ), onsider the matrix:Mr(x) := (xI[J )I;J2Pr(V )indexed by Pr(V ), known as the (ombinatorial) moment matrix of x of order r.Consider the program1:las(r)(G) := maxXi2V xi s.t. Mr(x) � 0; x0 = 1; xij = 0 (ij 2 E) (3.1)
1One an easily verify that, under the ondition Mr(x) � 0, the edge ondition: xij = 0 forij 2 E, implies that xI = 0 for any I 2 P2r(V ) ontaining an edge.13



with variable x 2 RP2r (V ). As the feasible region is bounded, the maximum is in-deed attained in program (3.1). Obviously, las(r+1)(G) � las(r)(G) (sine Mr(x) isa prinipal submatrix of Mr+1(x)) and, in view of (2.4), las(1)(G) = #(G). In thisway one obtains a hierarhy of semide�nite programming bounds for the stabilitynumber, known as Lasserre's hierarhy [19, 20℄. Indeed, if S is a stable set, the vetorx := �S;2r is feasible for (3.1) with objetive value jSj, showing �(G) � las(r)(G). For�xed r, the parameter las(r)(G) an be omputed in polynomial time (to an arbitrarypreision) sine the semide�nite program (3.1) involves matries of size O(nr) withO(n2r) variables (see e.g. [38℄ for details on semide�nite programming). It is shownin [20℄ that, for r � �(G),x is feasible for (3.1)() x = XS stable�S�S;2r; for some � � 0; XS stable�S = 1: (3.2)
This implies �(G) = las(r)(G) for r � �(G): (3.3)3.2. An analogous semide�nite programming hierarhy towards thefrational hromati number. For an integer r � 1, de�ne the parameter (r)(G) := min t s.t. Mr(x) � 0; x0 = t; xi = 1 (i 2 V ); xij = 0 (ij 2 E) (3.4)where the variable x is indexed by P2r(V ). Note that one an avoid the variable t,simply by replaing t by x0 in the objetive funtion. We hoose this formulation inorder to have a uni�ed presentation of the various bounds; ompare e.g. with (2.9),(2.11), (3.9), (3.12), (3.14). Again the minimum is attained in program (3.4) and, for�xed r, one an ompute  (r)(G) to any arbitrary preision in polynomial time.Theorem 3.1. The parameters  (r)(G) satisfy:(a)  (r)(G) �  (r+1)(G),(b)  (1)(G) = #(G),() #+4(G) �  (2)(G),(d)  (r)(G) � ��(G); with equality if r � �(G),(e)  (r)(G)las(r)(G) � jV (G)j, with equality if G is vertex-transitive.Proof. (a) is obvious. For (b), letM1(x) = �t eTe M� be a matrix optimal for (3.4)with r = 1. Then  (1)(G) = t � 2 (as G has an edge) and M1(x) � 0 or, equivalently,M � 1t eeT � 0. After setting U := tt�1 (M � 1t eeT ) = tt�1M � 1t�1eeT , we an rewritethe program for  (1)(G) in the following way (1)(G) = min t s.t. Uii = 1Uij = � 1t�1 (ij 2 E)U � 0; t � 2:Thus, in view of (2.3),  (1)(G) = #(G).() Assume (t; x) is feasible for the program de�ning  (2)(G). Consider the prinipalsubmatrix X of M2(x) indexed by fk; ij; ik; jkg where i; j; k are distint elements ofV and the vetor w := (1; 1;�1;�1)T . Then, wTXw � 0 gives xik + xjk � xij � 1.Setting U := tt�1 �(xij)ni;j=1 � 1tJ�, one an now verify that (t; U) is feasible for theprogram de�ning #+4(G), whih shows the result.14



(d) Let � be an optimum solution for the minimization program de�ning ��(G) (reall(2.1)). That is, eT� = ��(G), PS stable �S�S = e and � � 0. For r 2 N , the vetorx := PS stable �S�S;r is feasible for (3.4) with objetive value ��(G), whih shows (r)(G) � ��(G). Assume now r � �(G) and onsider an optimum solution Mr(x)for (3.4). Setting y := 1 (r)(G)x, we have Mr(y) � 0, y0 = 1, yij = 0 (ij 2 E).Using (3.2) we derive y = PS stable �S�S;2r for some �S � 0 with PS �S = 1.Resaling and taking the projetion onto the subspae RV , we �nd a deompositione =  (r)(G)PS stable �S�S with PS �S (r)(G) =  (r)(G), whih shows ��(G) � (r)(G).(e) Take again an optimum solution Mr(x) for (3.4) and let n = jV (G)j. SineMr � 1 (r)(G)x� is feasible for (3.1) with objetive value n (r)(G) , we get las(r)(G) �n (r)(G) . Assume that G is vertex-transitive. Then there exists an optimum solutionx for (3.1) whih is invariant under ation of the automorphism group of G. Inpartiular, xi = xj for all i; j 2 V and thus xi = las(r)(G)n for all i 2 V . Then thematrix nlas(r)(G)Mr(x) is feasible for (3.4), yielding  (r)(G) � nlas(r)(G) .Theorem 3.1 shows that the reiproity relations (2.5) and (2.2) for the pairs(#; #) = (las(1);  (1)) and (�; ��) = (las(r);  (r)) (for r large, r � �(G)) extend to anyorder r pair (las(r);  (r)) in the hierarhy.3.3. The hierarhy 	las(r)(G) (r � 0) towards the hromati number. Byapplying the operator 	 to the hierarhy las(r)(�) introdued in Setion 3.1, we obtainthe following hierarhy of lower bounds for �(G):
	las(r)(G) = min t s.t. las(r)(Gt) = n= min t s.t. y0 = 1; Pu2V (Gt) yu = n;yuv = 0 (uv 2 E(Gt)); Mr(y) � 0 (3.5)

where the variable y is indexed by P2r(V (Gt)). As �(Gt) � n, we dedue using (3.3)that las(n)(Gt) = �(Gt) for all t 2 N . Therefore, (1.2) implies:Proposition 3.2. 	las(n)(G) = �(G). �In fat, this new hierarhy 	las(r) re�nes the hierarhy  (r).Proposition 3.3. For any integer r � 1,  (r)(G) � 	las(r)(G).Proof. Let (t; y) be feasible for the program de�ning the parameter 	las(r)(G);that is, y 2 RP2r (V (Gt)) satis�es y0 = 1, yuv = 0 (uv 2 E(Gt)),Pu2V (Gt) yu = n, andMr(y) � 0. We may assume w.l.o.g. that y is invariant under ation of the symmetrigroup Sym(t). The next laim determines yu for u 2 V (Gt).Claim 3.4. yu = 1t for all u 2 V (Gt).Proof. Let X denote the prinipal submatrix of Mr(y) indexed by P1(V (Gt)).With respet to the partition of P1(V (Gt)) � f0g [ V (Gt) into f0g [ V1 [ : : : [ Vt(reall (1.1)), the matrix X has the blok form0BBBBB�
1aa...a

aT aT : : : aTA B : : : BB A : : : B... ... . . . ...B B : : : A
1CCCCCA| {z }t bloks

(3.6)
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where a = diag(A), diag(B) = 0, Aij = 0 for ij 2 E(G), and eT a = nt . By takingthe Shur omplement with respet to the left upper orner and using Lemma 2.8, wehave A+(t� 1)B� taaT � 0. This implies hJ; A+(t� 1)Bi � t(eT a)2 = n2t . On theother hand, by Lemma 2.9, hJ; A + (t � 1)Bi � nTr(A + (t � 1)B) = nTr(A) = n2t .Hene equality holds, implying A + (t � 1)B = 1tJ and thus a = 1t e. This showsyu = 1t for all u 2 V (Gt).De�ne the vetor x 2 RP2r (V ) with Ith entry xI := tyfpiji2Ig for I 2 P2r(V )nf0g(where p is any �xed integer in f1; : : : ; tg) and x0 = t. Then, Mr(x) � 0, sine itoinides with the prinipal submatrix of Mr(ty) indexed by f0g [ ffpi j i 2 Ig j I 2Pr(V )nf0gg. Moreover, x0 = t and xi = 1 for i 2 V . Thus, (t; x) is feasible for theprogram (3.4), whih implies  (r)(G) � 	las(r)(G).Summarizing we have shown the following relations among the graph parameterslas(r)(G),  (r)(G) and 	las(r)(G):jV (G)jlas(r)(G) �  (r)(G) � 	las(r)(G) � �(G): (3.7)
Let us point out again that, while  (r)(G) remains below the frational hromatinumber ��(G), 	las(r)(G) may reah the hromati number �(G).3.4. Variations of the seond order bounds. As observed in Theorem 3.1and Proposition 3.3, we have#+(G) � #+4(G) �  (2)(G) � 	las(2)(G):To ompute  (2)(G) one needs to solve a semide�nite program with matrix size O(n2)and with O(n4) variables. We now introdue some variations of the parameters (2)(G) and 	las(2)(G) whih are less ostly to ompute but still at least as goodas #+(G). The idea is to onsider, instead of the full moment matrix of order 2, someprinipal submatrix of it. Namely, given h 2 V , let M2(h;x) denote the prinipalsubmatrix of M2(x) indexed by the subset P1(V )[ffh; ig j i 2 V g of P2(V ). Thus inorder to de�ne the matries M2(h;x) for all h 2 V , one needs only the omponents ofx indexed by P3(V ). Following [21℄, de�ne the following upper bound for the stabilitynumber �(G)`(G) := max Xi2V xi s.t. M2(h;x) � 0 (h 2 V ); x0 = 1; xij = 0 (ij 2 E(G)) (3.8)
with variable x 2 RP3 (V ). Obviously,las(2)(G) � `(G) � las(1)(G) = #(G):Next, de�ne the graph parameter (G) := min t s.t. M2(h;x) � 0 (h 2 V ); xij = 0 (ij 2 E(G))x0 = t; xi = 1 (i 2 V ) (3.9)where the variable x is indexed by P3(V ). Again one an avoid variable t, by replaingt by x0 in the objetive funtion. We �rst observe that the pair (`;  ) satis�es theanalogue of the reiproity relation from Theorem 3.1 (e) for the pairs (las(r);  (r)).16



Proposition 3.5. We have`(G) (G) � jV (G)j; with equality if G is vertex-transitive, (3.10)
#+(G) �  (G) �  (2)(G): (3.11)

Proof. The proof for (3.10) is analogous to that of Theorem 3.1 (e) and the rightinequality in (3.11) is obvious. For the left inequality, let (t; x) be feasible for (3.9).Observe �rst that xhi � 0 for all h; i 2 V , sine xhi is the diagonal entry of M2(h;x)at the fh; igth position and M2(h;x) � 0. Let A denote the prinipal submatrix ofM2(h;x) indexed by V . Then A = (xij)i;j2V � 0 and A� 1tJ � 0, whih implies thatU := tt�1 (A� 1tJ) is feasible for the program de�ning #+(G) (reall (2.7)).By applying the operator 	 to the parameter `(�) (introdued in (3.8)), one ob-tains the lower bound 	`(G) for �(G), de�ned as	`(G) = mint2N t s.t. `(Kt�G) = n= mint2N t s.t. Pu2V (Gt) yu = n; yuv = 0 (uv 2 E(Gt));y0 = 1; M2(u; y) � 0 (u 2 V (Gt)) (3.12)
where the variable y is indexed by P3(V (Gt)). (Reall Gt = Kt�G.)Proposition 3.6.  (G) � 	`(G) � 	las(2)(G):Proof. The right inequality follows from Lemma 2.2 (b), and the proof for theleft inequality is analogous to that of Proposition 3.3.Summarizing we have the following analogue of (3.7) about `(G),  (G) and 	`(G):jV (G)j`(G) �  (G) � 	`(G) � �(G): (3.13)Again,  (G) � ��(G) sine  (2)(G) � ��(G), but 	`(G) may sometimes reah �(G).The bound 	`(G) an be espeially useful when the gap between ��(G) and �(G)is large, e.g. when ��(G) � !(G) < �(G). We refer to the follow-up paper [14℄where suh graph instanes will be onsidered (e.g. Kneser graphs) with experimentalresults. One an easily verify that the graph parameter `(�) is monotone nondereasingwith respet to indued subgraphs. Therefore, as explained in Setion 2.4, one anompute 	`(G) by evaluating `(Gt) for O(logn) queries of t. We will show in thefollow-up paper [14℄ how to give a more ompat reformulation for the program (3.12)when G is a vertex-transitive graph. Namely we will show there that eah `(Gt) anbe omputed via a semide�nite program with four LMI's involving matries of size2n+ 1, 2n, n, n, respetively.3.5. Link with opositive programming based hierarhies. We have justseen one possible onstrution for hierarhies of bounds towards �(G) and ��(G),based on the method of Lasserre. As mentioned earlier in this setion there are severalother possible onstrutions for approximating the stable set problem. However, to thebest of our knowledge, suh onstrutions were muh less investigated for the oloringproblem. Reently Dukanovi and Rendl [9℄ investigated a hierarhy of lower boundsfor ��(G), whih is losely related to the hierarhy of de Klerk and Pasehnik [6℄ for�(G); both are based on opositive programming and some of its tratable relaxations17



in terms of sums of squares of polynomials, proposed by Parrilo [29℄. Let Cn denotethe one of n�n opositive matries and C�n its dual one, onsisting of the ompletelypositive matries. Thus M 2 Cn if and only if pM (x) := Pni;j=1Mijx2ix2j � 0 for allx 2 Rn . Obviously if, for some r 2 N , the polynomial pM (x)(Pni=1 x2i )r an be writtenas a sum of squares of polynomials (s.o.s. for short), then M 2 Cn. Following Parrilo[29℄, for an integer r � 0, de�ne the oneK(r)n := fM 2 Rn�n j pM (x)(Pni=1 x2i )r is s.o.s.g:Thus, K(r)n � K(r+1)n � Cn. Following [6℄, de�ne the graph parameter#(r)(G) := min t s.t. t(I+AG)� J 2 K(r)n :In view of (2.30), �(G) � #(r)(G). Moreover, it is proved in [6℄ that #(0)(G) = #0(G)(de�ned in (2.6)) and b#(r)(G) = �(G) for r � (�(G))2. Dukanovi and Rendl [9℄propose an analogous hierarhy toward the frational hromati number. To startwith they show the following opositive programming formulation for ��(G):��(G) = min t s.t. Xii = t (i 2 V ); Xij = 0 (ij 2 E(G))X 2 C�n; X � J � 0: (3.14)For an integer r � 0, let �(r)(G) denote the graph parameter obtained by replaingthe one Cn by its subone K(r)n in (3.14). Thus, �(r)(G) � �(r+1)(G) � ��(G).Moreover, it is proved in [9℄ that �(0)(G) = #+(G) (de�ned in (2.7)) and that the pair(#(r); �(r)) satis�es the reiproity relation:#(r)(G)�(r)(G) � jV (G)j; with equality if G is vertex-transitive, (3.15)thus extending (2.8) for the ase r = 0.Now one may wonder what is the link between the two hierarhies las(r) and #(r)for �, and between the two hierarhies  (r) and �(r) for ��. Here is what we ansay about this. In order to be able the ompare the various bounds we have to addnonnegativity to the de�nition of las(r) and  (r); namely, let las(r)�0(G) (resp.,  (r)�0(G),`�0(G),  �0(G)) denote the parameter obtained by adding the ondition x � 0 toprogram (3.1) (resp., to (3.4), (3.8), (3.9)). The analogue of Theorem 3.1 (e) holds forthe pairs (las(r)�0;  (r)�0) and (`�0;  �0) as well and we have las(1)�0(G) = #0(G) = #(0)(G), (1)�0(G) = #+(G) = �(0)(G). It is shown in [13℄ that, for any graph G,las(r)�0(G) � #(r�1)(G) for all r � 1and the same proof tehnique also shows that `�0(G) � #(1)(G) (see [12℄ for de-tails). In view of the reiproity relations for the pairs (`�0;  �0), (las(r)�0;  (r)�0), and(#(r); �(r)), this implies:�(1)(G) �  �0(G); �(r�1)(G) �  (r)�0(G) (r � 1); when G is vertex-transitive.It is an open question to determine whether the above inequalities remain valid whenG is not vertex-transitive. See [9℄, [14℄ for instanes of Hamming graphs (whih areindeed vertex-transitive) having a substantial gap between the two bounds �(1)(G)and  �0(G). 18
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